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The Scurvy Bug gives great oaken hugs.

If you are not quick, he will also draw on you.

Kathleen thought the illustration

resembled a reptile.



The Insects danced in full-force

when Kathleen was about.

People tend to avoid him.



A New Bug arrived in town that day.

His vague familiarity stole the interest of most.

The Podiatry Bug fancied

these times of the year.



“Dancing is the only known cure for sore feet,”

chortled the Podiatry Bug.

However, no one knew anyone who would dare 

to wear a Rothschild hat with a Gravney Ring.



“Oh, you do not have to dance 

just because of me,” noted Kathleen.

He often prefered to do business from

atop his fortunous mound.



This made the Everyone-Must-Dance-When-Kathleen-is-Around Bug 

quite upset.

He swallowed three cakes that night:

One Plum. One Vanille. One Ashbury Creme.



“Pardon,” asked a mysterious bug,

“But, did you know that your fortune is missing?”

“Are you quite sure?” the bug replied whilst 

marveling at the stranger’s Gravney Ring.



“I am certain...Dead certain,” pontificated 

the uncannily familiar bug.

“-I could have sworn the fortune 

was right here.”



“Not quite enough hats,” groaned

Captain A- .

‘I wonder if yonder sea-farer would allow me

a waft of his woody limbs.’



The Everyone-Must-Dance-When-Kathleen-is-Around Bug was still very full 

from the cakes when he first saw the Captain.

The sight of a young man placing his nose on the

 Scurvy Bug’s prosthetic caught Kathleen’s Eye.



The ransom was rumored to be of an amount

equal to the Podiatrist Bug’s entire fortune.

A Certain Bug suddenly notified the gluttonous 

bug that the Captain had just kidnapped him.



At first the Everyone-Must-Dance-When-Kathleen-is-Around Bug felt

 rather choleric towards the captain.



“Too many pies,” he groaned, 

“-maybe I should put on a hat.”



The trial had been postponed until Wednesday 

because the Party Bug was in town.

The Podiatry Bug tried to assemble a new 

fortunous mound, but could only find molars.



At the trial, Captain A- first noticed

 Kathleen and her lizard-stained shirt.

She was contemplating love.

He was thinking of a dinosaur thinking of love.



Oddly, the judge happened to be 

the Prejudice Bug.

The Prejudice Bug instantly pronounced

Captain A- and Kathleen to be Man and Wife.
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In a rare double decision, she also ruled that the 

Stranger Bug was really the Tricky Bug all along.

Waking from his nap, the Everyone-Must-Dance-When-Kathleen-is-Around 

Bug solved how to craft rings for the new couple.





He combined the Tricky Bug’s Gravney Rings

with teeth from the Podiatry Bug new collection.

Then, it turned out that Captain A- was the

real Tricky Bug.
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Happy

Anniversary,

Love, Andy





He swallowed three cakes that night:

One plum. One Vanille. One Ashbury Creme.

The Everyone-Must-Dance-When-Kathleen-is-Around was still praised.

That is why it is smart to always eat three cakes.

THE
END




